Abstract. Recursive, algebraic and arithmetic strategies for winning generalized Wythofi games in mikw play are given. The notion of cedar trees. a subset of binary trees, is introduced and used for consolidating these and the normal play strategies. A connection to generalized Fihonncci scarch::s is indicatqd.
introduction
Let LI he a positive integer. Given two piles of tokens, two players move alternately in a generalized Wythoff game. The moves are of two types: a player may remove any positive number of tokens from a siqle pile, or he may take from both piles, say k (>O) from one and I (Xl) from the other, provided that 1 k -II =-a. Not< tkat passing is not allowed: each player at his turn has to remove at least CMIC takn In rwrtnul phy, the plaver first unable to move is the loser, his opponent the winner. In lzC.@re play, the outcome is r;:versed: the player first unable to move is the winner, his opponent the loser.
in this paper we show how to beat our adversary recursively, algebraic&y as,d arithmetically in misere play, analogously to the three strategies given in [3f for normal play. Jn addition we introduce t,he notion of C&XV trees and use it to consolidate the strategies of normal play and of mist're play. This permits us 'et) (beat our adversary iri both normal and mis&re play from the top of a single cedar tree. A connecTion between cedar trees and generalized Fibonacci searches is also indic:Oed.
The classical Wythoff game (see, e.g., Wythoff [9] or Yaglom and Yaglom [ 10] ) is the normal play version for the parameter choice u = I, that is a player taking from both piles has to take the SUYPM number from both. Denote by St anti Sz the previous-player-winning positions of normal and miscre play respectively. Our results imply, in particular. the interesting fact that S, is identical to & except for * On leave with the University of Calgary, ficuhy of Scierw, Department of Mathematics and (ii) For a > 1:
E;,=mex{Ei,Hj:O~i<rz), H,,=E,+an+l (n 3 0).
Proof. From the definition of E,, and H,, as given in the theorem it follows that if E = IJr';=o E,, and H = UzzC, H,l, then, for every a > 1, E and H are complementary sets of numbers, that is, E u H = 2" (the set of nonnegative :ntegers), an3 E l~ H = fi. The last equality is true since if E,, = H,n, then t2 > nz implies that E,, is the mex of a set containing Hln = E,,, a contradiction; and n s m is impossible since H,,, = E,,, + al?1 + 1 2 E,, -I-an + I > E,,. For a = 1, E and H are covering sets, that is, E LJ H = 2". (In fact, E n H = (2) is easily proved as above.) Thus E and H are covering for every a 2 1.
In order to prove the theorem it evidently suffices to show two things: (i) A player moving from some (E,*, H,) lands in a p&Con not of the form ( Ej, Hi). t ii) Given any position (x, y) # (E,, Hi) (except for (x,, yj = (0, 0)), there is a move: to some (E,,, H,,). (It is useful to note that these two conditions are also necessary: the definition of P and N implies that all positions reachable in one move from a P-position are N-positions; whereas at least one P-position is reachable in one move from an IV-position.) (i) A move of the first type from (E,,, H,,) clearly produces a position not of the form (Ei, H,) . Suppose that a move of the second type from (l&, H,,j produces a position ( E, , H, ). Then i # n. A move of the second type satisfies
((H,,-H,)-(E,,-E,)(=I(H,,-E,,)-(H,-E,)l=((n-i)aj<a,
, implies i = ~1, a contradiction. Let (x, y) with .x< y be a position not of the form (E;, Hi) (i SO). If (x, Y) = then Next wins Gthout doing anything. So we may assume (x, 4') f (0, 0).
Since E and H are covering, every nonnegative integer appears in .>ne of {A??,,} or (H,, ). Therefore either x' = H,, or x = j!$ for some n 3 0. Case 1. x = I&. Then move y -+ E,,. (This move always exists since j' 2 x = H,, 2 E,,, and at least one inequality is strict.) Case 2. x = E,,. If y :, H,, then move y -+ H,,. If y = E,,, then move to ( Eo, Ho). We may thus assun_ 3 that E,) < y < H,,. In particular, n > 1 for a = 1. Let d = y -x -E, ~1 = Id/a), where
Then move (x, y) -+ (E,,,, H,,] ). This is a legal move, since V=L=;,+d+F> E,,,+d+F3E,,,+ant+e=H ,,,.
Id) ~(y--H,,,)-tx-E,,,)/=I(y-x)-(H,,,-E,,,)I=Id-ar~zl(a.

Cl
Note that whereas the statement of Theorem 2.1 characterizes the P-positions, it% proof indicates explicitly how to win, starting from an N-position. The charhcteriz-;Itir,n and move-specification constitute together a sfmfeg_y for the game. Thus 1 heorem 2.1 and its proof provide a strategy for miske Wythoff games in which each P-position can be computed from the previous ones.
For computin? a strategy. consider a position (9, y) with 0 s s s y (t X. _v) f (0, OH.
WC n-my assume. here and in the sequel, that y s s + a.r + 1. since for y > .Y + ax + I we have (x, y) F N; and (s, y) and (A-, x -t nx + 1) have then the same winning strategy. At mosr O(X) computation steps are needed for computing the table of P-positions. Once the table is given, only O(log x) steps are required to locate .Y in it by binary rcarch. Since also the next move can be computed in O(log X) steps, the total number of steps for computing the strategy is only O(log A-), which is linear in the input size O(log A-). However, a given table permits to compute the strategy for piks of hounded size only, and the table itself has exponential size. In the next !-cction wc give a cltrsed form for the rrth P-position. which enables us to beat our iid\cr\arv using an explicit rather than onlv a11 implicit recursive strategy, which is
polynomial (in time and space). 10 -S + 1 >/pl. We have thus reduced the situation to that considered in cases (ii) and (1) in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and hence the move selection made there can be followed. The strategy is similar for a = 1, hence the details are omitted. For implementing this strategy, cy, p, y and S have to he computed and stored to a precision of O( log x) digits, such that (A--y + 1 )a ' and (x -S + 1),6 ' have still at least one significant digit to the rig& of the (decimal, say) point.
In order to give yet another, unexpected, way for beating our opponent, we resort to the theory of continued fractions.
Continued fractions and systems of numeration
Let cy brz an irrational number satisfying 1 < cy < 2. Denote its simple continued fraction expansion by For the basic facts of the theory of continued fractions, see, for example, Hardy and Wright [5] . Olds [7] or Perron [S] .
In the next theorem we present two systems of numeration, one based on the numerators p, and one on the denominators y, of the convergents of cy. The two +crn\ are called p-systun~ and q-system in the sequel. 
I -=I)
Table 3 displays the representation of the first few nonnegative integers in the /> and q-systems for the case N, = 3 (i 2 1).
For the proof of Theorem J. I and Lemma 4 .2 below (which is r,;xt&d later), set PI-
Lemma 4.2. Let
Ci, . , = u ,+,p,+a, I~, 2+.+-ak+lphq (Informa system.)
We close sections.
lly, G,. 1 is the equivalent in the F-system of 99. . . 9 in the decimal this short section with three definitions which will be useful in the next If it is known that di_ 1 = dj-2 = . l -= d,, = 0, we also write R = td,,,, . . . , di) instead of(d,,,,. . . ,di,O,.. . , 0). The p-interpretation IP of a representation R = (d,,, . . . , dJ is the number lP = zr:,: dip;. The q-interpretation of R is the number I(, =x:1,, diqi, provided that d,, < a I ; otherwise R has no q-interpretation. Given any positive
We shall later-be interested in p-interpretations of q-representations! Thus for a = [ 1 , 1-j where ;i-denotes the infinite concatenation of x with itself, the decimal number 1 S has q-representation 112 (see Table 3 ), whose p-interpretation is 19. Thus I,,(&( 15)) = I,,i 1 12) = 19. 
An arithmetic characterization of the P-positions
We use the numeration systems introduced in the previous section to give a quite different characterization of the P-positions. Comparing Tables 2 and 3 we notice three interesting patterns. To m&c them rno7.e conspicuous, we unite Tables 2 and  3 in the form of Table 4 . Below we prove that these patterns do indeed hold for cvcrs IY _ = [ 1. ci], n 1' 1, in the form of the following three propertics. \2:hcxwu-DC say that a representation R end!, in a certain string. we mtxm ;h;tt r;hi\ string cijnstitutcs the right-hartrl end of R. The representation of the first few P-positions (E,, H,,) and n in the p and q-systems for CT = ,i 1, j] I (a = 3, mkre play). '-"__---- 
III
For proving Property 3 it evidently suffices to show that the following four relations hofd for every j 2 0:
for n as given in (i). This is equivalent to:
Similarly, (ii), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent, respectively, to
(dzj> 1, k>O).
i =0 i=2j
Proof of (v). 
=a+a-aa=l-(rr-{)(a-1).
Since cu>l, wehave -(a-l)(a-l)~O<l-a? Thus
proving the right-hand side of (vii). In the other direction,
We proceed in ;d way similar to the proof of (v): end of f (R,,( E,,)) ). then (x, y) E P, so wt' cannot win when starting from the given position (x, y). If x = v, then the move (x. y) + (0, 1) E P is winning. Finally, if x < y < 1,,(ft R,,(x))).
than let m = [(y-x--1)/a].
If R,,(M) ends in 01.. . leven or cl.. . lodd (1 <cc N 1. then E,,, = I,,( K,( IZZ )) by Property 3. Otherwise E,,, = I,,( RJ172)) + 1 In either case a winning move is (x, y) --, (E,,,, E,,, + cm + 1) E P. The strategy foi c1= 1 is similar and is therefore omitted.
The complexity analysis of this algorithm is very similar to that performed at the end of [3] . and is based on the fact that P,~ -Kg"+', where K = C&X, R =:(a +Cn'+4).
Since 11 -log, (s/K) and g increases with n, this strategy implementation, which requires )I = O(log x) steps, is f:lort' eficicnt than even the algebraic one of Section 3 when N is large.
In order to consolidate the above strategies of miG?re Wythoi? games as well as ?hose of normal Wvthotf gzlmes, wt' now proceed to introduce the notion of a cedar _ t rec. 3-j).
(1 d is m). The order of the sequence is such that cl is the label of the edge e, from the root to its son, and c,,, is the label of the edge e, leading into W. Note that the trace of the root of a cedar tree is the empty sequence. If tr(u) = (O,c2,***, ck), then tr(u)=tr'(u)=(c*,.
. , , ck) is a reft shift of tr(U). Also tr( u) = tr" (v) =(0, c2,. . . , ck) is a right shift of tr( v) .
The basic properties of cedar trees and some other properties needed for the applications are enunciated in the 'cedar tree ten commandmenrs' Theorem 6.1 below.
The reader may find it useful to verify the properties on the cedar tree of Fig. 2 while reading the theorem. , the number of leaves of c,,., (or T,,,.,) is~,,+~ -q (O, ca,. . . , ck). If  t c a, then there exists a node v in C",,, with tr( v) = ( c2, . . . , ck9 1, 0 (m 2 1) . Each of the nodes dp,,,, (d+ l)p,,,, . . . , a,,,+,p,,, in the branch emanating from the root on the right has a left subtree of the form T,,,-l,l (see Fig. 3 ). The number of nodes in the branch and in the (a,,,,, -d + 1) left   subtrees is (a,,,, I -d + l)p,,, by the induction hypothesis. In addition, the node CI ,,, + I pm has a right subtree of the form 7;,, _',, , which has y,,, _ 1 -1 nodes. Hence the total number of nodes of 7',,,q,1 is (iii) once again wc prove the result for T:l,,, only. From (i) it follows that the smallest ele,ment in Tj),_, is the leftmost descendant which is evidently 1. The largest clement is the rightmost descendant, and it is a,,,+ 1 p,,, + a,,,_, In order to show how cedar trees can be used to consolidate Wythoff game strategies, it is useful to take stock of the main results obtained so far.
Normal play
We [na + yj -sequence and an H,, = ln/3 + S] -sequence. There are some 'boundary conditions': The A.,, W, sequences have to be preceded by A0 = 0, B. = 0; the E, sequence by E0 = 0. For a = 1, the E, and H, sequences should be replaced by the A, and B, sequences (n 2 2) and preceded by (E,, E,) = (2,O) and (Ho, H,) = (2,1).
In practice, this procedure may be simulated w The correctness of this algorithm is a direct consequence of the strategies summarized above and the fact that an inorder traversal of a cedar tree with property (i) of Theorem 6.1 sorts the entries in increasing lexicographic order, A more intimate connection between cedar trees and the third characterizations of the P-positions will now be presented. We assume a > 1 for miskre play, since for a = 1 *he strategy is the same as for normal play except that the first two P-po&lons are different.
Given a position (x, y) in a normal or mikre Wythoff game. We may assume O< x < y, since for x = 0 and for x = y, the situation is quite clear. Let m be the smallest positive integer satisfying pnl > x, and let u = R,(x). We can compute u and tr(u) simultaneously by 'searching for u' in an (imaginary) p-tree with root p,,,, proceeding in binary search tree fashion: 'Turn left' ('right') whenever x is The following algorithm is based on representations.
Other variants, based on traces or a mixture of traces and representations can easily be formulated. An algorithm based on traces instead of representations has the advantage that binary sequences rather than representations are being handled and compared. Statements in parentheses and in brackets refer to normal and misere play respectively. Comments appear in curly brackets.
Algorithm
Step 1. {Compute ui. Using the above search method, compute u = R,(x).
Step 2. {x = (SJH,,]}. If u ends in a string of the form ((M)(a)(2)) [(VI)(ii)(a;1(2)], make the move (x,y)+(I,(w),x)~P, where w = u" [with the rightmost digit t of 11" replaced by t + 1 if the rightmost digit of u is 21. End.
Step 3 Step 4. W== U%W,,1>. If y > (RWJ, make the move (x. y) + (x, (B,,)[H,,] ) E P.
End.
